ROBIN STRICKLER—audiovisual librarian, Health Sciences Library—University of Maryland, Baltimore.
JOLANTA SULINSKI—assistant documents librarian, Health Sciences Library—University of Maryland, Baltimore.

RETIREMENTS

IDA MEYHOEFER is retiring after twenty-seven years of service to the University of Southern California in the Catalog Department. Ms. Meyhoefer received her B.A. in German from the University of Rochester and her library degree from Columbia University. She began her library career as a student assistant at the University of Rochester and took her first professional position in the cataloging department there.

MS. AILEEN A. MURDOCK retired April 24, 1975, from the library of Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. She had been on the staff for twenty-four years, coming to Florida State University from the City/County Library, Greencastle, Indiana. Ms. Murdock has served in the Circulation Division, as head of General Education Division, and in the Social Sciences Division.

Classified Advertising

NOTICE

Respondents to advertisers offering faculty "rank" and "status" are advised that these terms are ambiguous and should inquire as to benefits involved.

All advertisements submitted by institutions offering positions must include a salary range. The range should provide the applicant with an indication of the salary the institution is willing to provide for the position offered.

All advertisements for the Positions Wanted and the Positions Open classifications will be edited to exclude direct or indirect references to race, creed, color, age, and sex as conditions of employment.

Rate for classified advertising is $1.30 per printed line. Telephone orders for classified advertising, while not encouraged because of the increased risk of copy error, will be accepted. Calls should be directed to Leon Swiech at (312) 944-6780. A confirming order should be mailed to the Advertising Department as soon as possible following the call, along with typewritten copy to be used in proofreading the ad.

Positions Open

ADMINISTRATION librarian

ROBIN STRICKLER

ROBIN STRICKLER—audiovisual librarian, Health Sciences Library—University of Maryland, Baltimore.

ADMINISTRATION Librarian, administers William J. Parish Memorial Library serving the Anderson school of Business and Administrative Sciences. Library provides reference, orientation, circulation, reserve and media services. Supervises two full-time non-professionals and five students. As department head, participates in library planning. MLS from accredited school, subject knowledge and experience. Faculty status. Salary $10,500-$12,500. Available: June 1, 1975. Send resume to: Alice Clark, Assistant Dean for Residents' Services, General Library, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

DEAN OF LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER. Responsibilities: Administrate and supervise the center's operations—academic, fiscal, and personnel; plan, program, budget, organize, communicate and coordinate efforts of the college's media services, library, and language lab; and assure their professionalization and utilization. Qualifications: Earned doctorate; successful college administrative experience with primary responsibilities of managing the library, resource center, media services, instructional product design, and curricular and instructional design function. Management and leadership abilities vital. Salary: $22,000 minimum. Application deadline: June 1, 1975. Apply or direct inquiries to Margaret Stamps, Search Committee, Office of Vice President for Academic Affairs, Southern Colorado State College, Pueblo, CO 81001. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Cataloging

HEAD, CATALOGING DEPT.: Supervise staff of seven, medium-sized university library, partially reclassified from Dewey to LC; MLS plus cataloging and supervisory experience; should be individual who is innovative and up to date on latest cataloging techniques. Salary $13,000 TIAA/CREF. Position open July 1; send resume to Dennis E. Robison, Boatwright Library, University of Richmond, Virginia 23173. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Multiple

LIBRARY REFERENCE SERVICES: Assoc. Librarian to Librarian, $12,648-$17,496 OR $16,716-$22,260. MLS—5 to 10 years Reference and Administration experience. Management of all General Library Reference Services; initiates and implements integrated uniform reference services. SERIALS AUTOMATION Librarian: Assistant Librarian: Librarian: Librarian, $9,864-$13,566. MLS—2-5 years Serials automation experience. Coordinates all serials automation activities. Serves as systems analyst for Serials Department. SCIENTIFIES CATALOGER: Assistant Librarian: Librarian, $9,864-$13,566. MLS—1-3 years cataloguing experience. Subject background in Sciences. Cataloging all types of materials for two sciences libraries, Position open July 1, 1975. Apply to: A. Dahl-Hansen, University Librarian, University of California, Riverside, CA 92507. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Reference
and retrieval, computer-based citation and information retrieval services in conjunction with other appropriate library offices. Qualifications: MLS from ALA-accredited institution, minimum 5 years experience as a reference librarian in recognized research library. Subject Master's and knowledge of one or more modern European languages highly desirable, in-depth knowledge and understanding of theory of information science is desirable.

ASSISTANT REFERENCE LIBRARIAN—Minimum qualifications: M.L.S., at least 3 years' full-time professional experience in a college or university library. Desirable qualifications: 1) one or more years graduate work in a subject discipline (natural sciences, business, fine arts, or social sciences); 2) experience in reference work with government documents; M.L.S., at least 3 years' full-time professional experience, $14,000-$16,434 dependent on qualifications; summer work extra.

ASSISTANT REFERENCE LIBRARIAN—Minimum qualifications: M.L.S., at least 3 years' full-time professional experience in a college or university library. Desirable qualifications: 1) graduate work in a subject discipline (natural sciences, business, fine arts, or social sciences); 2) experience in reference work with government documents; M.L.S., at least 3 years' full-time professional experience, $14,000-$16,434 dependent on qualifications; summer work extra.

Weiss, Reference Librarian, Hofstra University Library, Hempstead, NY 11550. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.


MINORITY PROGRAMS LIBRARIAN. Selection of ethnic studies materials in close cooperation with Ethnic Studies Program. Provide special services to ethnic minority and Educational Opportunity Services (EOS) students, in the form of structured library instruction classes. Seminars, library tours, individual student assistance, and innovative activities designed to encourage and facilitate ethnic minority students' use of the library. Develop individual research and study guide services. 3 yrs. prof. lib. exp. in subj. field; 3 yrs. in science, pref. geol., or related field; SALARY: approx. $12,750 adj. Yr. Also, $1,800 aca. Fringe benefits. App. deadline: June 1, 1975. Apply to: Raymond Bohling, Asst. Dir. for Admins., Univ. of Minn. Libraries, Minneapolis, MN 55455.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARIAN: Position open September, 1975. Instructor or assistant professor rank. Speciality required: $10,000-$15,000. Qualifications: MLS, experience in special collections work, ability to select, catalog, and maintain the university's special collections which encompass archives, rare and miscellaneous books and Pennsylvania materials. Some knowledge of library cataloging and computer applications required. Three years applicable experience in humanities and social sciences with a foreign language proficiency required. Experience in special collections and service oriented, MLS-ALA accredited school, Send resumes to Dr. Edward G. Wolf, Rhodes R. Stabley Library, Northern Illinois University, De Kalb, IL 60115, An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

THE OPENING DAY COLLECTION
THIRD EDITION, 1974

In response to almost constant demand, the editors of CHOICE have compiled a new edition of the Opening Day Collection. The purpose of this list is to provide librarians and administrators of four-year, junior, and community colleges with a basic book collection essential to all undergraduate schools. These are the books that should be on the shelves of any new library before it opens its doors.

Containing over 1,800 titles, this Third Edition is completely revised, incorporating much new material. Some sections, particularly in "Science and Technology" and "Social and Behavioral Sciences" are almost completely new. Arranged according to the subject categories regularly used in CHOICE, this Collection covers everything of interest to the serious reader in or out of academia.

Reprinted, with a new Index and revisions, from CHOICE (December 1973 and January, February, and March 1974 issues).

Approx. 56 pages  Author/Title Index  Paperbound  $7.50

To order, fill out and return the coupon below, enclosing your remittance.

Please send ______ copies of THE OPENING DAY COLLECTION, THIRD EDITION, to:

NAME__________________________
TITLE__________________________
ADDRESS_______________________

ZIP__________________________

CHOICE  100 Riverview Center, Middletown, Connecticut 06457

A Publication of the Association of College and Research Libraries
A Division of the American Library Association
Recently Published
Reference Books From Gale

Subject Directory of Special Libraries and Information Centers.
1st ed. Edited by Margaret L. Young, Harold C. Young, and Anthony T. Kruzas. A brand-new subject arrangement of all 13,078 entries in the Directory of Special Libraries. Five volumes: Business and Law, Education and Information Science, Health Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities, and Science and Technology. 1,287pp. $90.00/set. $25.00/vol.

Ray Bradbury Companion:

Awards, Honors and Prizes:

Library Bibliographies and Indexes:

Guide To Theses and Dissertations:
An Annotated International Bibliography of Bibliographies. Edited by Michael M. Reynolds. Identifies and annotates over 2,000 bibliographies. Institutional Index. Author, Compiler, and Editor Index. Subject Index. 614pp. $45.00.

First Volumes in the Gale Information Guide Library

American Fiction, 1900-1950:

English Prose, Prose Fiction, and Criticism to 1660:

American Painting: A Guide to Information Sources.

Latest Additions To Gale’s Concordance Series

A Concordance to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby.

A Concordance To the Poetry of Langston Hughes.
Compiled by Peter Mandelik and Stanley Schatt. Covers all of Hughes’ poetry; based on the most recent of the poet’s numerous revisions. Word Frequency Lists. 295pp. $40.00.

A Concordance To the Complete Poetry of Stephen Crane.

WRITE FOR GALE’S COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

All Gale books are sent on free 30-day approval.

GALE RESEARCH CO.

Book Tower
Detroit, Mich. 48226